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Performing color: Participatory photo & community based research in a 
modern U.S. circus. Why performers of color? Performers of color have 
always been involved in the circus industry. Historically, our position was one of 
exploitation, especially in sideshows. But through the circus, some also found 
ways to climb and carve spaces for themselves, professionally and economically. 
How has this history informed the contemporary participation of performers of 
color in the modern U.S. circus industry? While plenty of scholarship exists on our 
historical position, few researchers have investigated the contemporary 
experience of performers of color. What is the experience of performers of color in 
a modern U.S. circus?
Methods
Participants: 9 self-identified people of color, each 18 years or older and with 
one or more years experience in the Gamma Phi Circus at Illinois State.
● Participatory photo. Each participant was given a disposable camera and 
asked to document the assets and challenges of their circus community 
over the span of two months. 
● Qualitative interviewing. One individual 60 minute photo-elicitation 
interview with each participant and one 60 minute focus group with all 
participants. 
● Quantitative surveying. An optional “exit survey” (to gauge audience 
interaction) was available at the original opening of the research exhibit. 
The Research Exhibit features select participant-generated photos, artistic 
statements made up of quotes from participant interviews, historical images 
courtesy of Milner Library Special Collections, studio photography courtesy of 
Nathan Masciola, and audio tracks set to music courtesy of Brandon Campbell 
of The Clinic.
Visual research methodologies and the culminating exhibit were chosen for 
this project because they constitute an empowering form of research while 
producing results that are more accessible to the non-academic audiences 
that often directly influence the lives of performers of color. The goal of the 
exhibit was to create space for the wider community to engage with research 
results while simultaneously asserting the performers’ right to a 
self-determined public narrative.
Results. The exhibit was organized in eight sections, each presenting a major 
theme of research results: Welcome, Freakshow, Normal, Vogue, Madonna, 
Ofrenda, Strange Fruit, Live in Living Color, and D&I. 
The exhibit was displayed in Illinois State University’s Rachel Cooper Gallery 
from February 25, 2020 through summer 2020 and Schroeder Hall Gallery for 
the academic year 2020-2021.
Key Conclusions: This study shows where progress has been made, and 
where there is work to be done. 
- Racism, sexism, and homophobia are everyday things, and the circus is no 
exception. Participants emphasized their desire to be seen and heard.
- It is important to put people of color in meaningful decision-making 
positions so that our experiences, perspectives, and needs are taken into 
account in meaningful ways. Difficult conversations cannot be ignored.
- Performers of color occupy a unique space, always, because of our ability 
to simultaneously celebrate and critique our communities.
- Overwhelmingly, POC viewers expressed that they had personal 
experiences similar to those shared in the exhibit, while white viewers 
expressed how much they learned about inclusivity from the exhibit. 
- Visual research methodologies constitute an empowering and accessible 
form of research. 
Call to Action
Visit the virtual research exhibit:
.bit.ly/PCvirtualexhibit.  
Take what you learn back to your own 
organization, classroom, workplace, 
and personal interactions. 
